
GETTING RID OF THE HICAS - TT PUMP MOD! 
 

Here's one for the TECH Section guys. This is how you mod modify a TT Power Steering Pump so that you can continue to use it once the Hicas 
rear steering unit and all the line have been removed. 

 
Quite easy really. 

 
1. Remove viscous fan, shroud, drive belts, drain radiator and remove. 

2. Remove alternator. 
3. Undo bottom pressure hose and drain PS fluid from pump. 

4. Disconnect hoses from power steering pump. 
5. Remove PS pump. 

6. Once out of the car give the pump a wash down in some parts wash or some petrol. Use an old tooth brush and small paint brush to remove any 
build up gunk. 

7. Where the rear pressure hose comes out of the rear pump orrifice (yes thats what the factory call it) if you put a screw driver in there you will 
notice a small piston and spring. Remove these and leave them out. 

 



Use the original bolt to fix the hose back in when you put it all back in the car all 3 bits are in the next pic. 

 
 



8. Remove the old Hicas soleniod and the associated lines from the engine bay. It will look like this. You can now remove all the ones that run to 
the rear of the can also. 

 
 



9. Now its time to modify the old pressure hose that used to from the rear of the PS pump to the Hicas solenoid. This is the one, we will use it to 
reroute the fluid back to the reservior so it recirculates fluid through the rear orrifice. 

 
 



Take this hose and cut the end off, leave some room on the end to clamp the return line/hose to the reservoir. (this is the point of no return - LOL) 

 
 



10. Clean the end off and use a small bit of power steering hose to connect this cut off bit back to the reservior. You can see it in the bottom left 
of this next pic. A flare on this end will be nice. I will take it to a brake repair place soon. I have used 2 small hose clamps on this for security but 

it works fine. 

 
 

11. Put it all back in the car, pump, alternator, belts, fan etc. Take your time and do it piece by piece so you dont forget to tighten things. 
12. Fill the PS reservior up with fluid and off you go. 
13. Enjoy not having all that extra crap in your engine bay, doesnt it look good to. 
MattB 


